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UAE Team Emirates’ 8 day
Maglia Rosa run comes to an end
As Jan Polanc crossed the finish line of the 14th stage, 7:41” behind stage winner Richard
Carapaz (Movistar), it signalled the end of an unbelievable run of form for UAE Team Emirates,
which saw not one, but two of its riders wear the Maglia Rosa over eight consecutive days in
this year’s Giro d’Italia.
Despite dropping out of General Classification contention, Polanc (photo Bettini) was able to
hold his head high after wearing the leader’s jerseys for two brutal days in the Italian mountains. The Slovenian rider fought valiantly alongside his team mates Valerio Conti and Diego
Ulissi as they attempted to defend the Maglia Rosa, but the blistering attacks of the GC favourites were too much for the riders to match.
Commenting the stage, Polanc said: “On the first climb of the day I was good, but then I struggled. Valerio and I tried hard to limit the gap, but I must say goodbye to the pink jersey. The
Giro d’Italia is not over though, we will try to seize future opportunities and achieve some more
good results for the team”.
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UAE Team Emirates
to the Tour of Norway
The UAE Team Emirates remains in Norway and, after the Hammer Series in Stavanger, will participate from in the Tour of Norway. The 2.HC race runs from May 28 to June 2.
Six riders will wear the Emirates team colours:
– Sven Erik Bystrøm (Nor)
– Roberto Ferrari (Ita)
– Alexander Kristoff (Nor)
– Manuele Mori (Ita)
– Aleksandr Riabushenko (Bel)
– Rory Sutherland (Aus)
Sports Director Simone Pedrazzini (Sui), “The Tour of Norway will offer stages every day with
tough elevations: there will be no massive climbs, but many hard ramps that will make the finishes less predictable. We can count on a good group for the sprints, with Ferrari and Bystrøm
supporting Kristoff. Mori and Riabushenko will have to be ready to cover possible moves from
afar. Sutherland will be called on for his experience”.

Lozano Seizes KOM Jersey
on Stage 1 of the Tour of Taiyuan
Team Novo Nordisk began its campaign at the inaugural Tour of Taiyuan, a 2.2 UCI five-day race
in China, on a high note with Spaniard David Lozano seizing the King of The Mountains Jersey
after a mammoth day of climbing and taking a top 10 finish on the stage. The 30-year-old Lozano showed his climbing pedigree on the Tour of Taiyuan opener by making the day’s breakaway
and racing tactically to grab points and finish the day on the podium as the KOM classification
leader.
With over 3800 meters of climbing on the menu and three categorized climbs, Lozano did well
to make an 18-man breakaway alongside teammate Oliver Behringer (SUI).
The Spaniard was third in the first KOM, fourth in the second KOM and made a decisive attack
on the HC climb with around 110 km to go. This forced a selection in the front group. Only
seven riders followed Lozano, who was the first to summit the climb and secured the KOM
jersey with a total of 18 points.
“Today definitely was not your typical race in China. I made the breakaway with Oliver and was
able to get the King of the Mountains jersey,” said Lozano. “Tomorrow is a shorter stage so we
should be able to keep the jersey, but on Stage 3, there are plenty of KOM’s so I’ll see how the
legs feel and if I can increase my lead in the mountains classification.”
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